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222                             ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.                      [ART. 427
B1} the inverse sphere (say the sphere whose centre is A) is a level surface of zero potential of FI} ft, Art. 179. It thence follows that Flf ft are inverse points with regard to that sphere. In the same way F2) ft are inverse with regard to the same sphere, while Flt ft and ft, F2 are inverse with regard to the sphere B. Thus F&A, -Fift.5, G2F2A, G&B are straight lines. It also follows that if F! is external, the other three points F*9 ft, ft are inside one or other of the two spheres A and B.
The ratio of the masses m, in' at any two inverse points Q, Q' is known by the rule m'/m = DQ>/kt Art. 168. The quantities of electricity at F19 F*t ft, ft are therefore proportional to their distances from D. Let these be
Ei = e.DFi, E2 = e.DFz, #/ = - e.Dft, E{ = -e.DQ*. The potential at D of each electrical point is therefore numerically the same. We may also use the rule (proved in the footnote to Art. 397) that the squares of the quantities of electricity which occupy points inverse to a sphere, and make the sphere to be of zero potential, are proportional to the distances of those points from the centre. Thus EflEp^AFJAQ^ E^/E1/'2 = BF2/BG1 and so on.
If we take the convex portions of the spheres A, B to be the boundary of a solid conductor, that boundary will be a level surface of zero potential of the four particles at F1} ft, F.2, ft. Hence the quantity of electricity Q = e (DF,2 - DGl - j9ft) will be in equilibrium under the influence of a quantity E1 = e.DFl placed at Fi if distributed according to Green's law.
427. The surface density at any point P on the sphere whose centre is A is found by considering the two doublets Fl9 ft and J?i, ft. We have by Art. 401
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where a2 and /32 are the products of the segments of chords of that sphere drawn from F1 and ft. Since p must vanish when P is any point D of the intersection of two sheets of a level surface, we see that
Since D lies on the sphere B with regard to which Flt ft are inverse points, we may write G^D/FlD = b/FlB9 Art. 397.    Also

